
READY FOR
GAMING



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

Silence your opponents 
like a ninja.

Red switch mechanical keyboard with 
backlit keys and several backlight 
effects. Perfect for gamers and all those 
who spend many hours working on the 
computer.



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

Play and write in 
comfort.

TKL mechanical keyboard designed for extreme durability. With 
maximum keystroke comfort, for your long gaming sessions or to 
work and write for hours.



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

Silence is 
your ally.

Gaming keyboard with red switches, 
ultraquiet buttons that let you 
concentrate on your game without any 
distractions. And also when you use them 
to work or study. Customise the lighting 
effects for the backlit keys and add some 
colour to your setup.



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

Pure gaming 
experience.

Immerse yourself in your game like never before thanks to the 
ESG K7 Silent-Ninja gaming keyboard’s LED backlight technology. 
Up to 12 different customisations with rainbow effect and 
adjustable brightness. 



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

No more locking up

Make sure nothing takes you out of the game! The 
ESG K7 Silent-Ninja gaming keyboard’s anti-ghosting 
technology detects up to 25 keystrokes at the same 
time. This prevents the gaming keyboard from locking 
up and putting you at a disadvantage against your 
rivals. 



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

No more locking up

KEYBOARD
Keyboard layout: QWERTY   
Spanish layout
Technology: mechanical
Switch type: red
Number of keys: 88
Anti-ghosting: 25 keys
12 multimedia keys
Polling rate: 1000 Hz
Winlock key

INTERFACE
Connectivity: wired
Connector: USB 2.0
Cable length: 150 cm

LIGHTING
LED colour: rainbow
12 different light effects

 POWER REQUIREMENTS
5 V / 500 mA

COMPATIBLE WITH
PC/PS5/XBOX S/X *

* The keyboard is compatible with PS5   
and XBOX S/X games supporting this    
type of device.
   



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON

Dazzle your rivals. Gaming mouse 
with RGB LED surface.

Mirror-effect gaming mouse with RGB LEDs 
covering the entire surface, 6 customisable 
buttons with dedicated software, braided 
cable for durability, and suitable for all types 
of games and players.



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON
Light up your games.

Mirror-effect gaming mouse with RGB LEDs throughout the 
surface. Up to 13 lighting effects to give your games the 
atmosphere they deserve. Your setup will look like never before, 
dazzling your rivals.



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON

More precise 
movement.

The ESG M3 Neon gaming mouse 
features an optical sensor with up to 
7200 DPI for high-precision movements. 
Compete for hours with the best 
ergonomics and stability for successful 
gameplay. For the most demanding 
gamers!



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON

You choose 
how to play.

Personalise your game to the max thanks to the 6 customisable buttons and 
dedicated software. HUANO mechanical buttons for extreme durability and fast, 
accurate response. Take control of the DPI with the gaming mouse buttons, 
increasing or decreasing it during the game.



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON

Built to last.

Gaming mouse with 1.5 m braided cable for 
added protection and durability. Designed to 
keep you focused and let nothing take you out 
of the game. Suitable for all types of games 
and players. Choose your gaming moment 
and level up!



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON

SENSOR
Technology: optical
Sensor model: Instant 725
DPI range: 200 ~ 7200 DPI 
Tracking speed: 60 IPS
Acceleration: 15 G
Polling rate: 125 Hz

BUTTONS:
Number of buttons: 7*
Technology: mechanical (Huano)
* 6 customisable buttons and 1 bottom   
button to change the light effect.  

LIGHTING
LED colour: RGB LEDs with 13 light effects

INTERFACE
Connectivity: wired
Connector: USB 2.0
Cable length: 150 cm

POWER REQUIREMENTS
5 V/150 mA

COMPATIBLE WITH
PC/PS5/XBOX S/X *

* The mouse is compatible with PS5    
and XBOX S/X games supporting this    
type of device.



Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

Perform like a ninja with the 
sniper function.

Gaming mouse with configurable 
RGB LED lights. Great acceleration 
and ergonomics. Very comfortable 
when playing MOBA games, with 8 
programmable buttons and available 
in white.



Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

Play your way.

Choose the right atmosphere for your games thanks to the 
ESG M2 Sniper-Ninja gaming mouse’s 6 different lighting 
effects. A whole range of RGB LEDs that you can configure 
with the software. You can also customise the buttons to your 
liking.



Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

Overcome 
your rivals.

Gaming mouse with optical sensor 
of up to 6400 DPI for high-precision 
movements. A gamer mouse that keeps 
up with you, so you can level up in every 
game. The 1.5-metre cable comes with 
electromagnetic interference protection.



Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

8 mechanical HUANO 
buttons.

If you’re looking for a gaming mouse that 
offers durability and fast, accurate gaming 
responsiveness, then the ESG M2 Sniper-Ninja 
gaming mouse is the one for you. The 8 HUANO 
mechanical buttons are fully configurable for 
you to customise your gaming experience.



Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA
22 G acceleration.

Ergonomic PC mouse specially designed to help you 
compete in MOBA games. With brutal 22 G acceleration 
and all the comfort you need in your long hours of 
gaming. 



Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

SENSOR
Technology: optical
Sensor: PMW 6651
DPI range: 200 ~ 6400 DPI 
Tracking speed: 66 IPS
Acceleration: 22 G
Polling rate: 125/250/500/1000 Hz

BUTTONS
Number of buttons: 8
Technology: mechanical (Huano)
Lifespan: 10 million clicks

LIGHTING
LED colours: RGB LEDs with 6 light effects

INTERFACE
Connectivity: wired
Connector: USB 2.0
Cable length: 150 cm
Ferrite bead included

POWER REQUIREMENTS
5 V/150 mA

COMPATIBLE WITH
PC/PS5/XBOX S/X *
* The mouse is compatible with PS5 and   
XBOX Series S/X games supporting this    
type of device.



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

PACKAGING



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON
Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

PACKAGING



Gaming Keyboard ESG K7

SILENT-NINJA

PLV



Gaming Mouse ESG M3 

NEON
Gaming Mouse ESG M2 

SNIPER-NINJA

PLV




